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the  tongue  and  scrapes  the  ants  into  the  mouth  from  around  the  posts  on
which  the  houses  are  raised  a  little  above  the  ground,  and  has  been  known
to  dig  down  under  the  floors,  and  remain  absent  for  three  or  four  weeks  at
a  time.

When  burrowing  this  species  utters  a  slight  squeak,  quite  faint  however.
They  are  said   to   dig   down  in   a   straight   direction  when  they  discover   a
subterranean  colony  of  ants,  without  beginning  at  the  mouth  or  entrance
to   the   ant-hole.   There   are   two   favourite   species   of   ant   with   the   Arma-

dillo in  Nicaragua,  one  of  which  makes  nests  in  the  forks  of  trees  in  the
forests.   The  tree   ants   are   white,   the   others   small   and  black.   The  Arma-

dillos keep  about  the  roots  of  the  trees  in  order  to  feed  upon  the  former,
and  as   we   have   already   said,   dig   for   the   latter.   They   also   root   up   the
ground  with  their   pig-like  snout,   and  do  some  damage  to  gardens.   They
are  very  persevering  when  in  pursuit  of  ants,  and  whilst  they  turn  up  the
light  soil  with  the  snout,  keep  the  tongue  busy  taking  in  the  insects.

It  has  been  assured  us  that  when  a  line  of  ants  (which  may  sometimes
extend  some  distance  in  the  woods)  are  busily  engaged  in  carrying  provision
to  the  general  storehouse,  they  scatter  in  every  direction  at  the  instant  the
Armadillo   begins   to   dig   down   towards   their   stronghold,   evidently   having
some  communication  from  head-quarters  equivalent  to  "  sauve  qui  peut."

The  gait  of  these  animals  when  not  alarmed  is  like  that  of  a  tortoise,
and   about   as   fast.   They   have   nails   powerfully   organized   for   digging,
whilst  their  legs  are  only  long  enough  to  raise  the  body  from  the  ground.
The  holes  the  Armadillo  excavates  in  the  earth  for  its  own  purposes,  are
generally  dug  at  an  angle  of  forty-five  degrees,  are  winding,  and  from  six
to  eight  feet  long.

The  Armadillo  is  generally  much  darker  in  colour  than  the  specimen  wc
figured,  which  having  been  a  pet,  was  washed  and  clean  when  we  drew  it.
When  in  the  woods  these  animals  partake  more  or  less  of  the  colour  of  the
soil  in  which  they  find  their  food,  as  some  of  the  dirt  sticks  to  their  shell.
Those  that  have  been  domesticated  prefer  sleeping  above  ground,  but  this
animal  when  wild  lives  in  burrows,  holes  in  the  roots  of  trees,  or  under
rocks.

From  our   esteemed  friend  Capt.   J.   P.   McCown,   U.   S.   A.,   we  have  the
following:   "The   Armadillo   is   to   lie   found   in   the   chaparals   on   the   Rio
Grande.  I  have  seen  their  shells  or  coat-of  mail  on  the  prairies  ;  whether
carried   there   by   larger   animals,   or   birds,   or   whether   they   inhabit   the
prairies.   1   cannot   say.   I   have   seen   many   that   were   kept   as   pets   and
appeared   quite   tame.   I   am   inclined   to   the   opinion   that   there   are   two
species — the  larger  living  on  the  low  and  wet  lands  and  in  the  canebrakes,
the  smaller  occupying  the  rocky  hills  and  cliffs."
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dorsal   line,   becoming   smaller   halfway   down   the   sides.   An   indistinct   lino
of  separation  between  the  colours  of  the  upper  and  under  surfaces  appears
high  up  along  the   hips   and  Bides;   on  the   under   surface,   the   hairs   are
nearly  black  ai  the  roots,  and  are  cinereous  at  the  tips  ;  on  the  forehead,
nose,  and  sides  of  the  neck,  there  i:-  a  slighl  tinge  of  Light  yellow  ish-brown.
Tail,   "ii   the   upper   surface,   lighl   yellowish-brown   edged   with   whitish;
beneath,  whitish,  with  a  slighl  tinge  of  brown  ;   teeth,  white;  naik

DIMENSIONS.

Prom  point  of  nose  t"  pool  of  tail.
Head,-
Tail   (vertebra),

(to   end   of   fur).       ...   -
Length  of  heel  to  end  of  middle  claw,

In   a   letter   addressed  to   n-   by   the  late   Mr.   Townbend  he  state-   that
tin-   handsome   Spermophile,   in   summer   inhabits   the   prairies   near   the
Wallawalla,  where  it  i-  rather  common  :  it  becomes  excessively  fat,  and  is
eaten   by   the   Indians,   li   disappears   in   A.ugust   and   re-appears   early   in
spring  in  a  \erv  emaciated  state.  We  have  heard  from  other  sources  that
it   lives   in   small   families,   like   tin'   Spermophiles,   generally   burrowing   in
holes,  ami  thai  it  is  >een  either  sitting  On  the  Bide  of  them  or  with  the
head   partially   protruded,   hut   disappears   in   its   underground   retreat,   on
the  approach  of  man  or  any  other  animal.

OEOGB  M \l     DISTRIBUTION,

This   species   exists   on   the   western   sides   of   the   Rocky   Mountains   in
Oregon,  where  the  few  specimens  we  have  -en  have  ''ecu  obtained

GENEB  \1.    REM  LRK8.

Rtchakhson   described   this   species   under   the   name   of   A.   guttaius,   an
mimal   described   by   Pali   v^   (Glir.   tab.   6   B)   existing   on   the   Wolga   in
Russia   ;   hut   Buffon   mentions   of   that   speci   me   of   Souslik   i--
intended   to   express   the   greal   avidity   that   animal   has   for   salt,   which
induces  it  to  go  on  board  vessels  laden  with  thai  commodity,  when  it  is
often  taken.     We  should  judge  that  its  American  relative  has  less  oppor-
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tunity   of   indulging   in   such   a   propensity.   We   carried   a   specimen   with
us  to  Europe,  and  had  an  opportunity  at  the  Berlin  Museum  of  comparing
it   with  specimens  from  Siberia  ;   there  is   a   genera]   resemblance  between
the  animals   of   the  two  countries,   but   they  are  scarcely   more  alike  than
the   red   squirrel   of   Europe   (Sciurus   vulgaris)   and   the   red   squirrel   of
America  (Schiras   Hudsonius).   They  may  be  distinguished  from  each  other
at  a  glance  by  the  large  rounded  spots  on  the  back  of  the  Russian  animal,
compared  with  the  white  and  irregular  specks  in  the  American  species.

As   the   name   guttatus   was   pre-occupied,   we   have   named   this   animal
anew,  and  in  doing  so,  called  it  after  the  gentleman  who  furnished  us  the
specimen.
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ARVICOLA      TEX1   A   N   A—  Aid.   and    Bach.

Texas  Mi  idov

PL   \   T   E     CXLVII.      FlO.   .'.-Male.

A   Sigmodon  hispidum  ininore,   Bupra   rufo-fuscus   nigra   spareim  notato,
striis   nigria   lateralis,   lateribus  fuscus,   infra   albido.

ill  m:  Li

Smaller  than  the  cotton  ml  (Sigmodon  hispidum);  hack,  brownish-yellow,
spotted  with  irregular  small  blotches  of  black,  a  faint  obscure  stripe  of  black  on
each  side.     Sides,  reddish-brown  :  belly,  whitish-gray.

l>F-<  RIPTION.

This  now  species  bears  a  general  resemblance  to  the  cotton  ral  i     -
Carolina   ami    Georgia.      Head,   of   moderate   -i/o   ;    body,   rather   slender,
and  thin  in  the  Hank-  ;  hair,  soft  ;  under  fur,  woolly  :  ears,  large,  ovate  in
shape,  extending  beyond   the  fur.   and  nearly  naked  behind,  with
margins,   a  few  scattered  hair-.      Whiskers,   numerous,   and  about  as  long
as  lie'  head  ;  four  toes  on  Hi''  fore  feet,  with  a  small  and  almosl  ii
tilde  nail  in  place  of  a  thumb.      Five   toes  on   the  hind-feet,  the  outer  and

nearly  equal  length,  the  other  three  longer,  and  each  of  about  the
sane'  length  :  legs,  slender;  feet,  covered  by  Bhort  hairs,  and  with  a  few
hail-   between    tie'   tor-,  no)    however   concealing   the   nails:   heel,  narrow,
and  naked,  as  i-  also  tie'  under  Burface  of  the  fore-feet.

Tail,   rather  long  and  slender,  tapering  to  the  point,  and  thinly  covered
with  hairs.

Fur.  dark  Blate  colour  on  tie-  bach  at  the  roots,  with  reddish-yellow  tips.
The  longer  hairs,  which  are  tine  and  soft,  are  irregularly  marked  with  dark
and  yellowish-white  at  the  base,  and  tipped  with  dark  brown  to  where  they
mingle   With   the   under   fur.   When   the   hair   i-   laid   smooth   thi
obscure  black  stripe  on  the  sides  of   the  back,   running  from  behind  the
shoulders  towards  the  rump  and  converging  across  the  buttocks  to  a  point
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